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Thule Revolve  
Luggage 75cm/30"
TRLS130 

Perfect for any extended trip, this hardside luggage 
maximizes your packing space while easily navigating 
over any terrain.

1. Effortless navigation from the very first step with a telescoping 
handle that minimizes sway and efficiently transfers power to 
the wheels

2. Made in Europe, this lightweight, stylish and impact-resistant 
luggage is comprised of 100% virgin polycarbonate

3. Designed to last with internal corner protectors, a rigid frame 
and a reinforcing front panel for added protection

4. Maximize packing space and enjoy a quiet roll with a felt liner 
that contours the case and absorbs vibrations in transit

5. Easily navigate from doorstep to destination with oversized 
rear wheels that easily glide over rough terrain and smaller, 
recessed front wheels that increase interior space

6. Contents stay secure during travel with TSA locks and a 
puncture-resistant zipper backed by a solid inner frame

7. Personal information remains concealed with integrated ID slot 
that retracts into the back of the case

8. Belongings are held securely in place with adjustable, internal 
compression system

9. Integrated feet allow the bag to rest on its side without tipping

MODEL NUMBER UPC / EAN CODE COLOR

3203951 085854241694  Black

3203952 085854241700  Raven Gray

3203953 085854241717  Blackest Blue

REPLACES AVAILABLE DATE CATEGORY
New February 1, 2019 Travel Bags & Luggage

EXTERNAL DIMS (LENGTH X DEPTH X HEIGHT)
12.2 x 20.1 x 29.5 in / 31.0 x 51.0 x 75.0 cm

INTERNAL DIMS (LENGTH X DEPTH X HEIGHT)
N/A

IN-PACKAGING DIMS (LENGTH X DEPTH X HEIGHT)
12.2 x 20.1 x 29.5 in / 31.0 x 51.0 x 75.0 cm

PRODUCT WEIGHT PRODUCT VOLUME
13.0 lbs / 5.9 kg 5919 cu in / 97L

PACKAGING TYPE PRODUCT MATERIALS
Hangtag Polycarbonate

MASTER CARTON QTY MASTER CARTON WEIGHT
1 TBD

MASTER CARTON DIMS
13.2 x 20.6 x 30.1 in / 33.6 x 52.2 x 76.5 cm 

MASTER CARTON VOLUME
8188 cu in / 134.2 L

POLY BAG
Single

WARRANTY COUNTRY OF ORIGIN
5 years Poland

KEYWORDS
Thule, Revolve, luggage, spinner, spinner wheels, hardside luggage,  
hard sided, checked luggage, large suitcase, extended travel, 75 cm,  
30 in, durable frame, 8 wheel system, oversized wheels, lightweight, 
stylish, impact resistant, TSA locks, tamper resistant zippers, smooth, 
V channel trolley system, push button handle, TRP shield, stable, top 
handles, side handles, integrated ID slot, covert, anti-theft system, 
puncture-resistant zippers, solid inner frame, internal compression,  
side feet, 360
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